JAWAHAR NAVODAYA CHENNITHALA, ALAPUZHA
QUOTATION FOR AMC FOR COMPUTERS AND ACCESSORIES
SL
NO

NAME OF THE
ITEM

SPECIFICATION

QUANTITY

1

HP PRO

INTEL(R)CORE(TM), i3,3.30 GHZ,4 GB RAM,CORE2,464 GB HDD ,CD/DVD DRIVE,18.5' LCD
MONITOR

20

2

DELL

INTEL(R) PENTIUM (R) CPU G630, 2.70GHZ,2 GB
RAM,CORE-2,466 GB HDD, CD/DVD DRIVE

1

3

SAMSUNG
LAPTOP

INTEL (R) CORE(TM) ,i 5, CORE-2, 1.70GHZ, 4 GB
RAM449 GB HDD, CD/DVD DRIVE

41

4

LASER JET
PRINTER

HP LASERJET P1108

2

5

LASER JET
PRINTER

HP LASERJET 1020 PLUS

2

6

CANON PRINTER

CANON L11121E

1

7

SAMSUNG LASER
PRINTER

LASER PRINTER ML 2161

1

8

SWITCH

D-LINK

1

AMOUNT

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:1. This tender will become a contract between the Principal and the contractor from the date of
signing the contract.
2. The payment will be made in two equal instalments. Second instalment will be paid on
successful completion of the contract.
3. The contractor is liable to repair/replace the defective parts as and when informed by the
Vidyalaya authority apart from periodical maintenance/checking fortnightly.
4. If the parts are not repairable it should be replaced by new parts of the same brand. If the
parts are not available in the market, it should be replaced by a new parts of higher capacity of
the same brand. No additional cost will be paid by the Vidyalaya.
5. On reporting of complaints of the machine, the service engineer should attend the complaint
within 48 hours and the machine should be repaired/replaced within a period 5 days.
6. The contractor is liable to depute the service engineer once in every week for periodical
servicing and up keeping of the systems and its accessories.

7. If the contractor fails to rectify the complains with the stipulated time , as fine Rs.100/- per
day per part.(CPU, Keyboard, Monitor, etc) will be charged and it will to deducted from the final
payment without any further notice.
8. The contractor is liable to help the Vidyalaya to rectify the problems of soft wares loaded in
the machines as and when the need arises.
9. The repair/replacement work should be done in the Vidyalaya itself and a certificate to that
effect should be taken from the authority on completion of the work.
10. This contract covers the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)

The cost of the parts replaced inclusive of tax, octopi etc
TA/DA of the Engineer
Repair charge of the parts
Labour charges whatsoever to make all the systems in working condition.
11.

If the contractor fails to complete the contract for the period of 1 year the principal has

the right to complete it by any other party and the cost will be deducted from the final

payment of the contractor.
12. The contractor can fix their seal of warranty in all the machines as and when the
contract is signed, and it will be kept intact by the Vidyalaya. This Annual maintenance
contract does not include the break down due to natural calamities and theft.
13. The Principal reserves the right to terminate the contract at any time without assigning
any reasons whatsoever.
14. The AMC will held good for period of 1 year from------------.

PRINCIPAL

